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Agenda

• Phases of Escalation

• High Probability Practice

• Importance of Predictability

• Video Examples from School

• Application in the Community



Phases of Escalation

1. Calm

2. Trigger

3. Agitation

4. Acceleration

5. Peak

6. De-escalation

7. Recovery



Big Ideas

• Establish supportive environments that 

minimize triggers, and therefore escalation

• Teach appropriate behavior during the 

Calm; escalation time is not teaching time

• Watch for Agitation and intervene

• Minimize the Peak and focus on safety

• Avoid confrontation in De-escalation

• Debrief and follow-through during Recovery



Think Probability



High-Probability Practice

• Anyone can tell people something or tell 

them what to do

• Effective support staff create circumstances 

that increase the probability of the person 

being successful now and in the future

Instruction Environment Relationships 

• Caregiver facilitated 

• Direct and explicit 

• Authentic examples 

• Multiple opportunities 

• Engages people 

• Arranges physical space 

• Develops routines 

• Develops procedures 

• Consistent across time and 

people in need of support 

• Communicates often 

• Conveys genuine interest 

in people 

• Maintains role of 

encouraging caregiver 

 



Success Enhances Relationships
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Predictable Environments, 

Predictable Consequences

• People must know well ahead of time what 

is expected

• Environments must offer predictability and 

support expectations

• People must be taught how to respond to 

circumstances and alternatives to 

misbehavior, understanding why certain 

behaviors are unacceptable



1. Calm

2. Trigger

3. Agitation

4. Acceleration

5. Peak

6. De-escalation

7. Recovery

EXAMPLES FROM SCHOOL



#1

Disruptive Behaviors



• Teach, Model, Engage, Encourage, Provide Feedback

• Consider the purpose or function of behavior

✓ peer attention: teach ways to get peer attention 

✓ avoid work: teach to ask for assistance or a break

• Provide reminders

✓ especially at times where disruption is predictable

• Recognize agitation early – and don’t escalate it

• Redirect student in a clear and neutral manner

• Communicate concern for student – not for you

✓ Express as a choice the student makes – not an ultimatum

✓ Be as private as possible – but don’t hover – talk and move

✓ Remind and assist student to use appropriate behavior

Disruptive Behaviors
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#2
Disruptive Behaviors



#1

Oppositional Behaviors



• Teach, Model, Engage, Encourage, Provide Feedback

• Provide reminders

✓ Especially at times where non-compliance is predictable and with 

students who are likely to forget

• Regularly praise compliance

• Provide one very clear direction for student to follow

✓ Break complex directions into smaller steps

✓ Be neutral, but follow through with the direction

✓ Wait on all other requests and issues

• Follow-up with student quietly rather than in front of group

• Continue to acknowledge students who are following 

expectations

Oppositional Behaviors
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#2
Oppositional Behaviors



1. Calm

2. Trigger

3. Agitation

4. Acceleration

5. Peak

6. De-escalation

7. Recovery

COMMUNITY APPLICATIONS



• Create supportive contexts to avoid escalation, 

clarifying expectations up front

•Teach, Model, Engage, Encourage, Provide 

Feedback

• Provide reminders, especially when situations 

might be challenging

• Recognize escalation early, responding calmly 

and possibly avoiding escalation

• Redirect person in clear and neutral manner

• Interact respectfully, addressing issues privately

• Acknowledge and encourage positive behavior

Effective Crisis Management
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"Marcus takes Juliana and her roommate Trish to a superstore to purchase 

shampoo, toothpaste, and new eye shadows the women want. While riding in 

the car, Juliana begins muttering about what she wants to buy to eat, listing off 

product labels. Upon arriving at the store, she jumps out of the car and runs 

ahead of Marcus and Trish. Marcus pulls Trish along to catch up with Juliana 

and says sternly that they need to go to the hygiene section. Juliana begins 

walking in that direction and then bolts to the snack aisle. Marcus yells for her to 

come back, complaining to Trish that she never listens. By the time they reach 

Juliana, she has three bags of chips in hand. Marcus tries to take them away 

and Juliana starts yelling loudly and ripping a bag open. In frustration, Marcus 

says that Juliana can keep the chips. He pays for them at the register quickly 

with his own money and they leave the store without getting the items they 

need."



“Donovan, 27 years old, lives in an apartment and receives services from a local 

behavioral health center. Staff are paid to be in his home 16 hours a day to teach 

and model independent living skills, help him plan his day-to-day activities, and 

provide transportation. Donovan becomes highly anxious and stressed when in 

busy environments; large crowds, loud music, and lots of visual stimulation 

(bright lights, especially). When distressed, Donovan typically begins rocking 

back and forth and puts his fingers in his ears, then starts yelling at companions. 

His behavior often escalates to physical aggression. 

While planning his weekend with staff, Donovan mentions he wants to go to the 

state fair on Saturday. It’s added to the schedule and Steph drives him to the 

fairgrounds early Saturday afternoon. Donovan walks about 100 yards through 

the large crowd and past the amusement park rides, then freezes. He puts his 

head down, places his fingers in his ears, and starts to rock back and forth. 

Steph recognizes Donovan is becoming very upset, so she takes Donovan by 

the hand and starts tugging and pulling his back toward the direction of the car. 

Donovan begins to strike out at Steph.”



“Rachel has worked as a file clerk in an office for over 10 years, is a hard worker, 

but has had difficulty clocking out when she is scheduled to leave work. Due to 

this, Rachel's job coach has been scheduled to arrive each afternoon at the end 

of her shift to help her learn the routine of clocking out on time.

On Wed afternoon, Rachel's job coach arrives 15 minutes prior to the end of 

Rachel's shift and gives her a verbal prompt to start putting her work away for the 

end of her shift. Rachel ignores her coach and keeps working. Rachel's coach 

again gives a verbal reminder to put her work away. Rachel again ignores the 

coach. The coach physically gets between Rachel and her work and tells her to 

out the work away. Rachel screams and pushes the coach out of the way. The 

screaming goes on for over 30 seconds and co-workers come to see what is 

going on. The coach backs off demanding that Rachel stop working, and Rachel 

continues to work and ends up clocking out 30 minutes late.”
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